
Upper St. Clair Youth Steering Committee 
Regular Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, December 9, 2020 
 

The virtual meeting was called to order at 7:01 pm by Adam Boucek, Chair.   
 
In Attendance:  Adam Boucek, Jennifer Bowen, Lynn Walcoff (Twp. 
Representative), Dan Beck (SD Representative), Mike Ventura (USC Twp. Police), 
Lynn Boucek, Joanne Peturrson, Jeff Krantz, Amy Billerbeck, Rob Shontz, Shane 
Williams, and Angela Petersen.   
Also, in attendance were: F. Erni, J. Callahan and R. Mungo – NJM Insurance Group 
Representatives. 
(Apologies if anyone was missed, please let me know.) 
 
Meeting Minutes:  The minutes of the November 11, 2020 meeting, presented by 
Jenn Bowen, were unanimously approved.  September minutes will be submitted at 
a later date.  The October meeting was the presentation: “Coping with the Crisis”. 
 
Safe Driving Presentation – NJM Insurance Group 
Mses. Ernie, Callahan, and Mungo, NJM representatives discussed the free teen 
driver safety programs offered as part of an enduring commitment to safety and to 
support the communities they serve.  The Teen Driver Safety Programs are 
available at no cost to schools in Connecticut, New Jersey, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.  
“Share The Keys” is a 60-minute, interactive program for parents and their teen 
drivers.  The program increases awareness and encourages community involvement 
to help keep teen drivers safe.  Motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death 
and disability among teens across the nation.  NJM research-driven programs 
measurably shift behaviors and attitudes, reducing the risk of teen crashes.  The 
presentation is for student drivers as well as their parents.  Parents who set rules, 
offer support and monitor their teen's driving can reduce their teen's crash risk by 
as much as 50 percent.  Another participation opportunity discussed was the “Just 
Drive PSA Contest”, organized by NJM, with the support of the Brain Injury Alliance 
of NJ, the PA DUI Association, and Impact Teen Drivers, present a public service 
announcement (PSA) contest each year.  Schools compete for funds toward a post-
prom, post-graduation, or safe driving program. 
 
The Committee had a lengthy discussion following the NJM presentation and sign-
off.  The conclusion was that YSC will sponsor the “Share the Keys” presentation, 
potentially as the March meeting.  Jenn Bowen offered to interface with NJM to set 
the date and format of the virtual presentation; which anticipates a ‘live’ presenter 
followed by a Q & A opportunity.  YSC discussed the possibility of implementing 
participation in the NJM program as a requirement for Student Parking privileges at 
the High School.  The YSC recommendation is that the March presentation is to serve 
as a “pilot” opportunity for the USC School District with any further involvement in 
the NJM program to be determined by the SD.  YSC student representatives 
expressed positive support for both the topic and introduction of the program, and 
certification of completion, as a requirement for the parking permit.  The Committee 
thanked Sgt. Ventura for bringing the program forward for YSC consideration. 



 
Elementary PALS - Update  
Rob and Shane presented a summary of activity to date on the high school student 
outreach to elementary students, and their parents, who are struggling with the 
virtual aspects of the COVID required education program.  A demonstration of the 
website framework was shared with the group.  The careful attention to all aspects 
of this type of interface with young students and their parents was quite impressive.  
Rob and Shane have been in contact with other high school groups and reported 
that there is significant interest in PALS participation.  Dan Beck confirmed the 
amount of effort expended by the YSC Student reps; all in attendance 
enthusiastically thanked Rob and Shane. 
 
COMMUNICATION AND ORGANIZATION 
Jenn Bowen reported on the status of work with the SD Tech Department to 
establish an email address for YSC to streamline communication among the 
members and interested parties.  Additionally, YSC is able to access Google Drive for 
review and creation of documents to support community interaction.  Jenn has also 
been working on the YSC website which can be viewed at 
https://jenniferleebowen.wixsite.com/uscysc; the site was referred to a WIP – work 
in progress! 
 
Strategic Planning Meeting 
Jenn and Adam proposed a ‘virtual retreat’ to discuss the direction of YSC.  One of 
the topics would be a review and potential amendment of the By-Laws; Adam has 
the 2009 copy available.  Another item would be membership and recruitment.  The 
date for the retreat was determined to be Sunday, January 10th; Jenn would provide 
a meeting notice and agenda.   
 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:14 p.m.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Angela Petersen 


